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agriculture is compiling the data for
Paris has a landlord who allows every tary of State to have eight yoars, if he the right of
the f .vernorship
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fori
Th( Hartness plan for the development one of his tonant to live rent free fornfthe so desires, therefore it is. not likely that to reverse the Supreme Court nf the the two years ending July 1. 103). It shows
a Mr Black will have any opposition
Fnited States in its decision rejecting the
three months following the birth
of
mont is so broad you can not con- baby.
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The United States Naval Academy will any of th State officer in efficiency and tion. But that derision Is a literal applicadense it into a few paragraphs, but he
tion of tho Federal Constitution, and the ber over nO,W were tested on the
squer es much into a few sentences celebrate its 75th anniversary next year, attention to his departmental work.
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freemen of Vermont who fought under
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follov Ire his plea for the utilizing of Ver- Bancroft, who was secretary of the navy
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The New Zealand authorities are fight- Montpeller
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capital stock is JltWO, while the subthe kea, which threatens to
ing adequate aid for the State College of kill off thousands of sheep and ruin the Driving too close to the edge, of the grass upon such ,i federal amendment should scribers are Mary Reed, B, Leslie Reed
Your money deposited in our savinjjrs
given as the cause of the accident. happen to be In n strategic position nnd A. D, Raymond of Fair Haven,
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by an which prevents the ratifying authority,
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The Burlington Savings
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The Bank is the "Big
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Brother" of Business Men
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Building a successful business requires
more ready capital than it can produce.
It is the business of the bank to secure
the necessary funds with which to finance
business institutions during their period of
growth. It renders a very vital service to
community it serves.
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